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Abstract. This paper presents the priority scheduling for the thread model of
Smart Virtual Machine (SVM). The existing SVM have assured the execution
time to all created threads equally, so that it was not able to distribute time in
accordance with the importance of threads. We designed scheduling technique
which suits to the characteristics of SVM through analyzing the existing
priority scheduling.
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1

Introduction

The thread model of existing SVM have assigned equal weight to the all created
threads, so that it was not able to allocate priority and execution time separately in
accordance with the importance of threads [1, 2, 3].
In this paper, the priority scheduling is designed for the thread of SVM based on
the priority scheduling which operating systems service including Windows and
Linux and the priority interface which programming languages provide including as
C/C++, Java. Through this, we composed the programming and execution
environment to adopt the thread priority with various languages provided by SVM.

2

Priority scheduling

In general, a process or a thread under multi process or multi thread environment has
the attribute of priority, and it varies the occupancy of CPU. The execution time of a
process or a thread can be allocated separately in accordance with the priority which
is assigned depending on the importance of task and it allows a particular thread to be
allocated with more working hours [4,5].
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Priority scheduling is mainly categorized into preemptive Scheduling and
nonpreemptive Scheduling. First, preemptive scheduling is to allocate higher priority
threads on CPU ahead. Preemptive scheduling allows the process to forcibly quit the
other process on CPU currently and to occupy CPU instead. It is good for the time
sharing system which is favored when the higher priority process executes ahead and
requires fast response time [6].
Then under nonpreemptive scheduling, once a process is allocated to CPU, CPU
cannot be get out of the process until it finishes. Although it handles a request from all
of processes fairly and it is good for predicting the response time, it has weakness
which makes the work with short execution time to wait for long time.

3

Priority Scheduling System for Smart Virtual Machine

The proposed priority scheduling algorithm has simple structure to reduce the
overheads, and maintain the thread ready queue which designed by list per each
priority. Figure 1 is details of the proposing algorithm.

Fig. 1. Proposed priority scheduling algorithm for Smart Virtual Machine
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While the priority scheduling of SVM adopts the nonpreemptive basically, it
allocates the different number of time slot repetition in grade of priority to allocate
working hours for all threads and to allocate more time for higher priority threads
simultaneously unlike the existing nonpreemptive techniques. The priority of thread
indicates by the level of 1 to 10, and the number of time slot repetition for each
priority is on the table 1.
Table 1.

Priority levels and repetition counts of time slot unit for each thread.
Priority level
Lowest (1~3)
Normal (4~7)
Highest (8~10)

4

Repetition Counts
1
5
10

Experimental Results

The following section is about the performance analysis of priority scheduling
algorithm. It tested the queueing model with the proposed algorithm in chapter 3, and
the generation frequency of thread in order of priority is assumed with the normal
distribution. The testing simplified the level of priority from 10 to 3 and the priority
and the values of cumulative probability for each level are on table 2.
Table 2.

Priority levels and repetition counts of time slot unit for each thread.
Priority level
Lowest (1~3)
Normal (4~7)
Highest (8~10)

Cumulative probability value
0.28613
0.49628
0.1873

The working hours for all the generating threads are fixed to 40ms, and the delay is
planned to take place by fixing the number of thread per second to 30. Figure 2 is the
result for the testing.

Fig. 2. Test result of proposed priority scheduling algorithm
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5

Conclusions and further researches

This paper adds the priority to the thread model of SVM to assure discriminate
execution time for each thread. It is confirmed that despite the thread with lower
priority shows more delay time compared to the thread with higher priority, it still
maintains certain level of service time. The way of minimizing the delay time of
entire threads by controlling the duration of time slot or the number of repetition per
thread dynamically based on the generation information of thread is remained for the
future work.
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